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A few bad things I will not 
discuss today…

• hallucinations 
and 
unreliability

• student 
cheating

• bias

• the ethics of 
AI training

• privacy

• ownership of 
infrastructure

• job losses

• exploitation of 
creators

• environmental 
impacts

• the AI 
apocalypse

The AI apocalypse in the style of Leonardo



McNamara’s Fallacy
“The first step is to measure whatever can 
be easily measured. This is OK as far as it 
goes. The second step is to disregard that 
which can't be easily measured or to give it 
an arbitrary quantitative value. This is 
artificial and misleading. The third step is to 
presume that what can't be measured 
easily really isn't important. This is 
blindness. The fourth step is to say that 
what can't be easily measured really 
doesn't exist. This is suicide.”

—Daniel Yankelovich "Corporate Priorities: A continuing study of the 
new demands on business." (1972)

See, too, Goodhart’s Law - when a measure becomes a target 
it ceases to be a good measure

Robert McNamara



Education
In part… 

a means for developing 
the techniques needed 

to participate in our 
societies

A technology built from 
countless technologies, 
including pedagogies



If education is a 
technology, what is it for?

Achieving learning 
outcomes


Gaining credentials


Learning useful skills


Remembering important 
facts


Learning how to behave

Learning to think


Learning values


Learning to live, work, 
and play with others


Learning to live well


Learning to adapt


Sustaining happy, safe 
societies

Measurable Not so measurable



But it’s intertwingled…
Providing a skilled workforce

Providing child care

Keeping young people off the streets

Supporting cheating companies

Supporting local businesses
Religious/political indoctrination

Generating products

Services to communities
etc. etc. etc.

Political gain

Profits for publishers

Keeping dreamers off the streets

Providing employment

Non-profitable research



The grist                  The mill  

what we  
mean 
to teach

what  
students  

learnlearning outcomes

ways of learning

attitudes


values

relationships


motivation

ways of thinking


ways of being

How to be human 
in a human societyHow to do stuff



What happens when we learn to 
be human from things that are 

not (quite) human?



Until now, automation has 
replaced only hard technique

Generative 
AIs automate 
and replace 

soft 
technique





If it walks like a duck…



ChatGPT doesn’t have 
to empty the cat litter 
tray

But…



No one will ever pay $5m for an 
original ChatGPT manuscript

Part of the manuscript of Mahler’s 2nd symphony



Or $2.4m for a 
cheap guitar played 
by someone 
famous….

John Lennon’s Gibson J-160E



No relationship
No identity

No values
No passion

No beliefs
No life history

No intention
No skin in the game



Signals, but no 
signification



This doesn’t scale well



A dystopian future?
Soft skills that 

atrophy 
Soft skills that 

are never learned 
A loss of 
meaning 



A dystopian future?
Learned ways of being 

that are not quite 
human 

Machines trained on 
the output of machines 

Machines trained on 
the output of people 
who are taught by 

machines



GenAIs with separate, non-overlapping 
roles

GenAIs to support human connection

Decoupling credentials 
and learning

Courses as communities vs courses 
as products

A few mitigations…



Valorizing the human in 
an age of machines
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